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Abstract—The contribution of this work focuses on generating
the best path for an UAV to distribute medicine to all the infected
areas of an agriculture environment which contains non-convex
obstacles, pest-free areas and pests-ridden areas. The algorithm
for generating this trajectory can save the working time and the
amount of medicine to be distributed to the whole agriculture
infected areas.

From the information on the map regarding the coordinates of
the obstacles, non-infected areas, and infected areas, the infected
areas are divided into several non-overlapping regions by using
a clustering technique. There is a trade-off between the number
of classes generated and the area of all the pests-ridden areas.
After that, a polygon will be found to cover each of these infected
regions. However, obstacles may occupy part of the area of these
polygons that have been created previously. Each polygon that
is occupied in part by obstacles can be further divided into a
minimum number of obstacle-free convex polygons. Then, an
optimal path length of boustrophedon trajectory will be created
for each convex polygon that has been created for the UAV to
follow. Finally, this paper deals with the process of creating a
minimal path for the UAV to move between all the constructed
convex polygons and generate the final trajectory for the UAV
which ensures that all the infected agriculture areas will be
covered by the medicine.

The algorithm of the proposed method has been tested on
MATLAB and can be used in precision agriculture.

Index Terms—Coverage Path planning, UAVs, Precision Agri-
culture, Convex Polygon Decomposition, Clustering, K-means.

I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Currently, humans are facing a very serious challenge in
sustainable energy and food production because of limited
land resources on the planet and a rapidly growing global
population. Therefore, with the same agricultural area and the
environmental impacts as well as diseases, crop yields need
to be improved. To improve crop yields, we need to create
more varieties that can tolerate weather or disease, and besides
that, the crop status should also be monitored more frequently.
Many types of agricultural robots have been researched and
built by scientists. They are widely used to obtain information
about crop health, fertilization or harvesting, such as a mobile
robot [1] [2], drone (UAV) [3] [4] or the cooperation of both
[5].

Due to the capability of high maneuverability and low cost,
UAVs are increasingly expanding to commercial, scientific,
entertainment and other applications, such as security and

surveillance, product delivery, aerial photography, especially
in agriculture.

UAV applications in agricultural research are becoming
more noticeable in the literature. In [6], the authors evaluated
an aerobatic model plane for high-resolution digital photogra-
phy used to estimate the nutritional status of corn and crop
biomass of corn, alfalfa, and soybeans

A very common application of UAVs in agricultural tasks is
crop disease detection. Disease detection using UAV is usually
performed with a versatile camera, ultrasound or thermal
imaging carried on-board to detect abnormal levels of radiation
in the infrared spectrum emitted by plants. The images and
spectral data collected are often analyzed at an earth station.
Data collection with unmanned aircraft fills the gaps on the
observation scale in remote sensing by providing the high
spatial and temporal resolution data required in monitoring
plant growth. The gathered information about the state of
plants facilitates the detection and quantification of intra-
field variability to support agricultural management decisions
such as the effective application of fertilizers. Physiological
parameters such as plant height and biomass are monitored
to describe crop growth and act as an indicator of final crop
yields.

To monitor or spray a robot-grown plant, a trajectory needs
to be generated for the robot. This trajectory must meet a
number of properties, such as, (i) ensuring that robots will
monitor or spray the entire area of the plant to be monitored
while avoiding obstacles, (ii) optimizing the area to be moni-
tored, and/or (iii) optimize the travel distance or working time
of the robot.

Coverage path planning (CPP) is one of the most important
tasks for robot movement. CPP is the identification of a
trajectory that a robot must follow to pass each point in an
environment while avoiding obstacles. Based on the generated
trajectory, the robot can accomplish pre-defined tasks. For
generating trajectory for the robots, first, the environment
needs to be divided into smaller obstacle-free regions, then the
trajectory in each region has to be generated. CPP has been
extensively studied in recent years for applications such as
vacuum cleaning robots [7], painter robots [8], path planning
for autonomous underwater vehicles [9], demining robots [10],
lawn mowers [11].

The purpose of this study is to use UAVs to spray pesticides



on all infected agricultural areas with non-convex obstacles
while minimizing the amount of medication needed and the
trajectory of the robot.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the problem is stated and decomposed in several
steps. In Section III, the system model is introduced. Based on
the coordinates of infected areas and obstacles, the obstacle-
free infected areas are generated in section IV. Then, the
trajectory for the UAV to cover entire the infected areas is
calculated in section V. Section VI is dedicated to simulation
results. The section VII concludes the paper and gives some
suggestions for future works.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DECOMPOSITION

To fix ideas, suppose that the agricultural area of interest
is as depicted in Fig. 1. In this figure, there are obstacles (the
green areas), uninfected plants (the white areas), and infected
plants (the dotted red area). One can see that the infected
area are close to some obstacles and an UAV which wants to
move from one area to another will meet an obstacle on its
path. To tackle the stated problem, we propose the algorithm
illustrated in Fig. 2. In view of this algorithm, the problem
could be subdivided into four main tasks.
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Figure 1: Problem definition

• The first task is MAP DIVISION (MD). From the in-
formation of the map about the coordinates of obstacles
and infected areas, we divide the infected areas into sev-
eral non-overlapping regions (clusters) using a clustering
technique [12]. Intuitively, the smallest shape covering
each cluster is formed by the boundary of the cluster.
Nevertheless, this shape does not necessarily minimize
the trajectory of the UAVs. Hence we propose another
approach for this cluster-covering step. In particular, we
characterize the minimal convex polygon covering each
cluster. Note that to ultimately determine the trajectory
of the UAVs, we need to divide each covering polygon
into convex regions. For this reason, the number of

convex regions produced by the former approach might
be larger than that of the later. In fact, which method
is more efficient (i.e. producing fewer number of convex
regions, smaller coverage region and shorter trajectory
of the UAVs) is not known a prior; this is problem-
specific. We provide an algorithm for the comparison in
the simulation section of the paper. However, the covering
polygon of each cluster might be occupied by obstacles,
which we eliminate using available coordinates data.
Then, we divide each obstacles-free covering polygon into
a minimum number of convex polygons.

• The second task is WAY-POINTS INFECTED AREA
(WIA). We create the way-points for each obstacle-free
convex polygon (generated from the MD task) such that
when the UAV follows these points, the whole area of the
obstacle-free convex polygon will be covered.

• The third task is TRAJECTORY GENERATION (TG).
This task aims at creating a boustrophedon trajectory for
each convex polygon that has been created in MD. After
that, by applying the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
method, we can find the shortest path for the aerial robot
to cover the whole polygon.

• The fourth task consists in finding the best path for
the UAV to change between infected regions without
colliding with obstacles.

WAYPOINTS 
INFECTED 

AREA (WIIA)

MAP
MAP DIVISION

(MD)
TRAJECTORY 

GENERATION (TG)
FINDING  

BEST PATH

Figure 2: Path planning Algorithm

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. UAV platform

This study deals with UAVs that are equipped with a
mechanism that can spray the crop. The distance from the
UAV to the fixed plant under h and a radial area of radius
R (Fig. 3) of the crop below the UAV can be covered by the
medicine.
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Figure 3: UAV with frame picture capture



Without loss of generality, we suppose that the working area
is rectangular. If the area is not a rectangle, it is possible
to form a rectangular area by adding virtual obstacles to the
original area.

B. Augmented the size of the quadcopter to obstacles

In the process of performing its tasks, the UAV has to avoid
the obstacles. Therefore, the distance from the center of the
UAV to any point in the obstacles should be greater or equal
to the radius of the smallest circle which covers the UAV.
For simplicity, consider the UAV as a point, it is necessary to
augment the size of the obstacles by a radius depending on
the shape of the drone. At each border point of the obstacle,
the operator draws a circle with radius r and creates the
new obstacle inside the red curve (in Fig. 4a). However, the
augmented obstacle now is no longer a polygon.

r

(a) Augmented obstacle by using
circle

 Augmented area 

 UAV boundary 

 Obstacle 

(b) Augmented obstacle by
using Minkowski sum

Figure 4: Augmentation of the size of obstacles

In this study, we use another solution to augment the size
of obstacle such that the augmented obstacle is a polygon.
Suppose that the shape of UAV is a square that its edge is
greater than diameter of the UAV (Fig. 4b). Let us denote the
set of vertices of this square by A, and the set of vertices of
the obstacles by B. The augmented obstacle is generated is
the Minkowski sum [13] of A and B.

augmented_obstacle = A⊕B = {x+ y|x ∈ A, y ∈ B}

It is easy to prove that in the worst case scenario, when the
center of the UAV is on the edge of augmented obstacle, the
distance from the center of the UAV to the real obstacle (green
polygon in Fig 4b) is always greater than the radius of the UAV
and the UAV will not collide with the obstacle.

IV. MAP DIVISION

The purpose of this section is to generate convex polygons
which cover all the pest-ridden areas in the agriculture area
with non-convex obstacles (Fig. 1).

A. Classification of infected areas

The question now is that from the data of the coordinates of
the pests, we need to group them into smaller non-intersecting
areas. This task can be completed using clustering algorithms
[12] [14]. Cluster analysis or clustering is a Machine Learning
technique whose task is grouping a set of objects in such a

way that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more
similar (in some sense) to each other than to those in other
groups (clusters). Each data point of a given set of data points
can be classified into a specific cluster. Data points in the same
cluster should have analogous features or properties, while
data points in different clusters should have highly dissimilar
features or properties. This technique is widely applied in
exploratory data mining, pattern recognition, image analysis,
information retrieval, bioinformatics, data compression, and
computer graphics.

In this study, we adopt the K-means algorithm [15], the
output of which is illustrated In Fig. 5 where distinct clusters
are represented by different colors.

Figure 5: Division infected areas to several smaller regions

B. Calculation of polygons for covering all the infected areas

The aim of this task is to generate a polygon that contains
all the infected points of each generated cluster. We propose
two approaches: (i) find the minimal convex polygon which
covers all the infected points in each cluster, and (ii) find the
boundary polygon which covers all the infected points in each
cluster. As mentioned earlier, an algorithm to compare the
efficiency of the two methods will be presented in Section
VI.

C. Minimal Convex Partitions

As shown in Fig. 6, the polygon covering all infected points
may occupy part of the obstacle. Therefore, a new obstacle-
free polygon needs to be generated as shown in Fig. 7.

A convex partition by segments of a polygon is a decompo-
sition into convex polygons obtained by introducing arbitrary
segments [16] [17] [18] [19]. By applying Greene’s dynamic
programming algorithm [16], the non-convex polygon can be
divided into a minimum number of convex polygons (Fig. 7).



(a) Miminal convex polygon
covers the infected points

(b) Boundary polygon covers
the infected points

Figure 6: Polygon covers the infected points
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Figure 7: Minimal convex polygon decomposition

The algorithm that describes the process of dividing an
infected area into obstacle-free convex polygons is shown in
Fig. 8.

Divide infected areas 
to separated regions

Convex polygons

Start

Find the boundary/
minimal convex polygon 

of each regions

Information 
of obstacles

Stop

Figure 8: Map division

V. TRAJECTORY GENERATION

The task of this section is to create a trajectory for the UAV
to cover the entire infected area in a convex polygon. There
exist two common trajectories for covering a convex polygon,
the first is the Boustrophedon trajectory, and the second is
spiral. In this paper, we use the boustrophedon.

A. Waypoints generation for convex polygon

Consider the convex polygon ABCDEFG with two sides
AB and DE are parallel to each other and separated by a
distance of 2R as shown (in Fig. 9). Draw a parallel line at
distance R to the edge AB. This line intersects the sides of the
convex polygon ABCDEFG at M and N . Form the rectangle

Figure 9: Trapezoid

Figure 10: Way-points of trapezoid

X1X2X3X4 with two edges X1X2 and X3X4 parallel to edge
AB and X1X2 = X3X4 = MN . When the UAV moves
from M to N , overlapping region between the convex polygon
ABCDEFG and the rectangle X1X2X3X4 will be covered.
It remains to find the path for the UAV in the uncovered
regions of the ABCDEF polygon. In Fig. 9, these regions are
made up of the triangle NTC and the quadrangle MEGS.
Consider first the triangle NTC to the right of X2X3. Observe
that the furthest vertex of this triangle to point N is less than
R. Consequently, when the UAV is at N , it will cover the
area of this triangle. For the quadrangle MFGS to the left of
X1X4, notice that its furthest vertex is G. Let P be a point on
the segment GM at distance R from G. Since ABCDEFG
is a convex polygon, the point P and the segment PM belong
to the polygon A. When the UAV moves from P to M , the
whole area of MFGS can be covered. Thus, PMN (the red
lines in Fig. 10) is the shortest path the UAV must follow to
cover the entire area of polygon ABCDEF .

As calculated above, a moving trajectory can be calculated
for convex polygons with two parallel sides of a distance 2R
in between.
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several trapezoids with α angle
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Figure 11: Augmentation of the size of obstacles

The task now is to create the motion trajectory of the UAV
over an entire convex polygon so that when the UAV moves
in this orbit, its entire area can be covered. Consider a convex
polygon that has been subdivided into smaller convex polygons
as illustrated in Fig. 11a by parallel lines at distance 2R from
one another and at an angle α to the horizontal axis.

In this fashion, the optimal trajectory for each convex
polygon 1, 2, 3, 4 can be created. Combining these trajectories,
we obtain the motion trajectory between the points S and E



(Fig. 11b). When the UAV moves along this trajectory, the
entire area of the polygon can be covered.
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Figure 12: Algorithm for way-point of infected area

B. Trajectory generation for each convex polygon

As shown in Fig. 11a, the generated trajectory depends on
the slope of the parallel lines. Therefore, we vary the angle of
these parallel lines to numerically compute the shortest path.
This algorithm is shown in Fig. 12. There is an optimal α for
each convex polygon.

By using the algorithm in Fig. 12, we can create the shortest
trajectory for each convex polygon region so that when the
UAV follows that path, the entire area of the convex polygon
will be covered (Fig. 13).
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Figure 13: Waypoints generation for infected areas

C. Trajectory generation for entire agriculture area

As a result of the previous section, the Boustrophedon
trajectory was generated for each convex polygon. Each orbit
of these convex polygons has two points S and E. This means
that when UAV comes from point E, it goes to point S when
moving on the Boustrophedon trajectory or vice versa from S
to E, the entire area of that convex polygon will be covered.
However, how the UAV can scan the entire area of a pest,
also means that the UAV must move through all the generated
Boustrophedon trajectory inside generated convex polygons.

An algorithm that allows finding the shortest path for UAV
has been previously developed by the author [20]. By using
Genetic Algorithm with some modification on the swap, flip
and slide operations and the Traveling Salesman Problem with
some additional constraints, the shortest path for changing the
cells has been developed. This algorithm guarantees that the
solution always exist and the time for calculation is decreasing.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. The covered area and length of Boustrophedon trajectory

In this simulation, we compare the covered area and the
trajectory length of generated Boustrophedon trajectories when
each obstacle-free cluster is generated by minimal convex
polygon (Fig. 13a) and boundary polygon (Fig. 13b).

Table I: Minimal convex polygon vs Boundary polygon

Length(m) Area(m2)

Experiment 1 Minimal convex polygon 29860 8119
Boundary polygon 26275 7482

Experiment 2 Minimal convex polygon 26089 7222
Boundary polygon 23035 6841

Experiment 2 Minimal convex polygon 26146 7301
Boundary polygon 22397 6664

From the results in Table I, we can see that the method for
generating the obstacle-free by using boundary is better than
the method for generating the obstacle-free by using minimal
convex polygon. The area and the trajectory length for the later
method are smaller than the former.

B. Number of classes vs covered area and length of Boustro-
phedon trajectory

In this simulation, we are going to compare the trajectory
length when the pest-ridden areas of an agricultural area are
divided to different number of classes. The result is shown in
Fig. 14.

From the results in Table II, we can see that the number of
clusters effects to the area of polygon needed to be covered and
generated trajectory. When the number of cluster is higher, the
area of polygon needed to be covered and generated trajectory
are lower. Beside that, the method for generating the obstacle-
free by using boundary polygon is better than the method
for generating the obstacle-free by using minimal convex
polygon. However, the number of divided convex polygons
with the boundary polygon is much higher than the number
of divided convex polygons with the minimal convex polygon
decomposition. This number affects the length of trajectory
for changing between divided convex polygons.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have proposed a method for generating a
trajectory which allows the UAV put the medicine to the entire
pest-ridden area of an agricultural area. First, the pest-ridden
areas have been divided into several smaller areas (clusters) by
using clustering technique. After that, each cluster is divided
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Figure 14: Simulation result

Table II: Classes number vs Trajectory path length

No Cl. Division method No con.
polygon Area(m2) Trajectory

length(m)

5 Min. con. polygon 14 240762 63357
Boundary polygon 37 204158 59574

10

Min. con. polygon

20 227956 60764
19 227681 60588
19 229330 60965
15 223351 59009
18 229149 60893

Boundary polygon

54 204158 56700
55 206239 57272
56 203441 56567
56 206246 57423
59 205353 57357

15

Min. con. polygon

24 218952 58573
23 214078 57310
23 208604 55935
22 215226 57651
26 221521 59350

Boundary polygon

77 191593 54729
74 191657 55345
68 181859 50956
79 193424 55266
76 196747 54123

again to several obstacle-free convex polygons. Then the short-
est Boustrophedon trajectory is created in each obstacle-free
convex polygon. Finally, the shortest trajectory for changing
between obstacle-free convex polygons is generated to form
the final trajectory. The results provided in this paper have
been verified under Matlab/Simulinks.

Several extensions from this research are possible. One
might consider the non-convex shape obstacle, recalculating
the trajectory under windy condition of the environment, or
trajectory generation for an UAV team. Field tests are also
subject of future work.
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